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albatros airlines a.s. company. has offices in prague, slovakia, warsaw and houston. the company
produces and sells more than 50 aircraft. the company’s airplanes are sold to customers in more than
50 countries. albatros airlines a.s. company. offers the l-39 in two versions – for civil and military use.
the result is a business jet that is in the same class as the learjet, hawker 400 and other midsize jets.
the state-of-the-art aircraft is the first production model powered by an all-new engine – the pt6a-53
turbofan. after more than 20 years the czech company albatros a. has a new superlightweight and
efficient business jet. the new production l-39 albatros was presented in september 2011, the first

customer took delivery in march 2012. albatros airlines a. (the company founded by albatros a.) offers
the l-39 aircraft in two versions – for civil and military use. is a subsidiary of the state-owned company
česká zbrojovka a. (čzk). the company was founded in 2000 and employs more than 600 people. dcs:

l-39 albatros is designed for the following tasks: flight training enjoying the scenery of airports and
flying modifying the scenery, adding new airports using the included control panel to start, stop and

change the settings of the aircraft enjoying the scenery of the included airports and the different
terrains hints: to start the control panel, you must click on the dcs: l-39 albatros icon in your computer

desktop. you can only use the control panel for airports with the atc3d scenery. in the control panel you
can adjust the settings for the aircraft (turbo speed, wingspan, engines, missiles, etc). you can make

minor changes to the scenery and add airports and aircraft on the fly.
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aircrafts are the essence of life, and for this reason,
there is always room for a lot of different aircrafts.

for example, we've got the question "is a l-39
cheaper than a mig-21bis?" (why a mig 21bis? a
mig-21bis is a pretty famous aircraft! in order for

simmers to test out flight models without having to
purchase them; many modelers release an addon

free of charge. this gives other simmers the chance
to try out the addon before purchasing it. although
some may charge to 'downgrade' the addon to their
own copy; this is uncommon. the boeing 767-400er

or simply, 767-400erb, is an extended-range
variant of the boeing 767-300er, the 767-400er is a

four-engine turboprop airliner used for short and
medium range passenger and cargo transport. the
767-400erb is a stretched variant of the 767-400er,
it has one more passenger seat. the 767-400erb is
used worldwide by many airlines such as air france,

alitalia, cathay pacific and klm. the advanced
precision meteorological iridium receiver (apmir) is
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a weather radar for the globalstar system from
skybox imaging, inc. which displays weather data
and alerts. the apmir is designed to be used with a
constellation of nine standardized l-band satellites.

apmir operates as a weather radar, displaying
clouds and precipitation and displaying wind data in
weather radar symbology. the eurocopter as532 is
a single-engine multirole and light utility helicopter

produced by eurocopter. the as532-2b and
as532-2c are derived from the as332. the as532 is

used by the french navy and some european navies
for search and rescue, firefighting and other

maritime missions. the australian army acquired
the sirocco in 2005 for utility support. 5ec8ef588b
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